URETHANE PAD BOLTS BREAKING

The MVC88 plate compactor has an optional urethane pad that may be mounted to the bottom of the plate. The optional pad comes in a kit. It has been noted that the urethane pad mounting bolts may break in the event you have installed the incorrect installation kit.

**NOTE:** There are two different installation kits

1. UPA-88 Kit
2. UPA-88A Kit

What's Different?

The difference in the two kits is the size of the INTERLOCKING BOLT. One is longer to make up for the difference in the height of the vibrator housing assembly.

There was a production change and the vibrator housing assembly height was increased.

- UPA-88 Kit contains interlocking bolt size 16 X 35
- UPA-88A Kit contains interlocking bolt size 16 X 40

(see serial number break next page)
The height of the front edge of the vibrator housing ("H" in diagram below) determines the length on the interlocking bolt.

- \( H = \frac{7}{16}" \) (11mm) for serial numbers up to K6886
- \( H = \frac{9}{16}" \) (14mm) for serial numbers after K6887